EDITORIAL

This special issue of the journal focuses on papers presented at the 2014 Annual Inter Faculty Lectures of the Institute for Continuing Education and Interdisciplinary Research (ICEIR) of the University for Development Studies, Ghana. Papers presented were all peer-reviewed and those found adequate and meeting the requirements of this journal were compiled into this issue of the journal.

This issue is made up of three sections to reflect the different subject areas covered - Applied Sciences and Medicine, Education and Humanities.

Altogether, there are twenty one papers in this issue – seven of them are in the Applied Sciences and Medicine, one in Education and thirteen in the Humanities.

It is the hope of this journal to continue to publish future papers presented ICEIR’s Annual Inter – Faculty Lectures.

The UDSIJJD continues to invite all development oriented persons to submit their manuscripts for publication to this journal.

On behalf of the entire editorial team, I will also like to use this opportunity to thank all those who in diverse ways supported in making the special issue of the UDSIJJD a reality.

Prof G. A. Teye

Editor – In-Chief